
NICKLIBS
Hello, and welcome to the Nickelodeon tour! First stop?  You guessed it-- a                                     

under the                                       ! Sit back,                                        and stay a while because this is the birthplace of  

Sponge                                        Square                                      and his best friend,                                         . 

Make sure to grab the secret krabby patty                                       before we head off to our next stop!
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Mooovvinnngg on-- do you see it? Off in the distance? Hang on to your                                       ! Things are about to 

get bumpy as we                                      through the crowded halls and dodge                                       like ping pong

                                    ! Speaking of, we are reaching the bathroom on time. So if you would like to take a    

          break, do it now! Grazing in his metropolitan pasture, It’s Pony! What kind of hi-jinx is he 

getting himself and Annie in to now? Use this pair of                                      to get a                                       look!
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LOOK OUT! It’s the Danger                                      !  A team of kids going to school to learn how to

their super powers! Captain                                       can probably help with that! And if not, you can always ask 

Schwoz. I AM                                        !                                    
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Does something smell funny to you? Well I don’t know about the smell, but I do know about the funny-- because 

we’re coming up on All That! QUIET!!!! You’re in the                                       , don’t you know 

is not allowed?!!! Now that we know the rules, let’s head on over to Bed Bath and

before it’s                                        with Nathan! Whew! I have to be honest, folks, as your tour guide, I am a little before it’s                                        with Nathan! Whew! I have to be honest, folks, as your tour guide, I am a little 

lost. This place is like the Crystal                                       ! Good thing                                       Dylan is here to help us 

bring this tour back on track! Go ahead and give us a freestyle like him!                                                                                              

                                                      Whew, you can add “rapper” to your show-and-tell this week!
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 And now, a lesson in learning from The Substitute!  This week it’s a                                           teacher from 

                                                   who brings the lesson and the laughs! And finally, to conclude our tour, we have the-- ah, 

you wouldn’t believe me if I                                      you!  Enjoy your day and thank you for taking the Nickelodeon tour! 
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